
It's Card To Choose A

Game...



Define Problem

Design a deduction program in order to help users 

decide what board game they might want to play at 

the local game shop Tucson Games and Gadgets.



Criteria & Constraints

Constraints (Limitations and Conditions)

1. Limited by games in the Tucson Games and Gadgets shop.

2. Limited by time.

3. Limited by coding ability.

Criteria (standards or features to be measured)

1.Easy to use.

2.Card AND board games all included.

3.Single player AND multiplayer.



Research

• Board games sold more than 1.2 B USD last year.

• Python allows speedy app development

• Python follows the DRY principle(Don't Repeat Yourself)

• Big game companies already use Python



Vocabulary words

1. Python; Python is an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language with dynamic semantics.

2. Keyword; Also called catchword. Library Science. a significant or memorable word or term in the title, abstract, 

or text of a document or other item being indexed, used as the index entry.

3. Category; any general or comprehensive division; a class

4. Javascript; an object-oriented computer programming language commonly used to create interactive effects within web browsers.

5. DRY; "Don't repeat yourself" (DRY) is a principle of software development aimed at reducing repetition of software patterns, 

replacing it with abstractions or using data normalization to avoid redundancy.

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/catchword


Materials

• Computer(or laptop)

• IDLE Python coding platform

• Code.org

• Phone(to test app)

• Time

• People(to test the app on)



Procedure

1. Find all board games to examine

2. Examine board games via BoardGameGeek 

3. Map out tree of choices

4. Feel dead inside

5. Open Code.org

6. Start a new project

7. Make “screens” for every decision and final answer.

8. Code in a “when event ‘click’ button_ goto screen_ for every screen.

9. Feel dead inside again

10. Fix any missing code pieces or decisions/final answers

11. Test prototype(if it does not work revert back to step 8 again)



Data Collection Table 

E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ease of use 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10

Vs. 

searching 

for game

10 8 10 9 6 10 10 10 9

Comprehen

sion
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Play? N N N N N Later N N N

Why? Time Test N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Time Time

Comment? Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 10

9 10 10 10 8 10 8 10 8 9

10 10 10 8 10 10 10 10 10 10

Y Y Y Y Later. N Later Y N N

Amazi

ng!

N/A Amazing! Time Time Time Time Amazi

ng!

Time Time

N/A N/A N/A Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



Critique and Redesign 

Prototype A

• Lacked strengths

• Visually hideous, colors unchangeable, lacked skill, ¨break¨ didn't work, and 

kept repeating previously asked questions.

• Could try to get better with my coding ability, try to get break to work, and 

fix the repetition.

• Quit python and changed to Javascript for an appealing and easier 

prototype.



Critique and Redesign 

Prototype B

• 1 player was perfect

• Player 3-4 button didn't work, Dead end in player 2, Coloring of blue on 

black. Wording was confusing

• Fix player 2 dead end, wording, 3-4P button

Prototype C 

• 3-4P worked better, 1 player perfect, Dead end fixed, wording fixed

• Blue on black

• Minor fixes
https://studio.code.org/projects/appla

b/wrjUEPM2xhljmMoX-
wc_tS7HOFoas2IQIszG7_SNeUA

https://studio.code.org/projects/applab/wrjUEPM2xhljmMoX-wc_tS7HOFoas2IQIszG7_SNeUA


Data Analysis Graph



Evaluate Solutions

The overall design had difficulty with issues through the creation process and the coding process. 

Surprisingly enough, Prototype C was able to operate well and give users results for what answers they 

chose. Prototype B was a first test with Javascript, so I had no expectations that it would work perfectly. 

Prototype A was a complete mess and had no chance of working in the time frame that I had available to 

me. Because of Prototype C’s decreased amount of bugs and errors, we were finally able to last second 

test the prototype at Tucson Games and Gadgets in the Tucson mall. If and when there was ever going to 

be a time where I came back to this project, I would try to listen to the suggestions I was given. For 

example, fix the Blue on Black text colors, and try to add more questions into the program. However, 

with all my success I feel like there was a bias on the points that I received. Due to me being a kid, I think 

that the adults that I tested the prototype on gave me mercy and graded me higher because they didn't 

want to hurt my feelings. This is probably the cause for all the 10’s that were received, or that the program 

was just that easy to use and worked that well.



Application

• This project was focused on making it easy for people at my local game store 

to choose which game they might feel like playing through a selection system 

tree. Making a system where you can add games in from the beginning will 

be out of range for me, but hopefully something like this could be 

implemented in the store. 

• If i ever try to do this project again, I would want to try this in Python. This 

project started as a python project, but I couldnt find out how to get past an 

issue and it took me too long, so I switched to Javascript.
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